
GENRES OF WRITING AND THEIR DEFINITIONS

Written genres are those works of prose, poetry, drama, hybrid forms, or other literature that are Other genres are
defined by their primary audiences.

Fiction: Fiction is a type of prose that is not real. There is a lot of confusion about to how to structure a piece
of writing. Nonfiction sits in direct opposition to fiction. Sometimes the stories are about fairies or other
magical creatures, usually for children. It is written in complete sentences and divided through paragraphs.
Fantasy is the forming of mental images with strange or other worldly settings or characters; fiction which
invites suspension of reality. Anything that is kept secret or remains unexplained or unknown. This detailed
genres of literature list is a great resource to share with any scholars. Psychological Novel A narrative that
emphasizes the mental and emotional aspects of its characters, focusing on motivations and mental activities
rather than on exterior events. Dramatic poetry includes melodrama , tragedy , and comedy , while other
poems includes ode, sonnet , elegy , ballad , song, and epic. It fits under the prose category because it is
written using complete sentences that follow conventional grammar rules that are then formed into paragraphs.
The idea of actually writing something as long and complex as a novel can seem overwhelming. It comprises
some important elements such as plot, exposition , foreshadowing , rising action , climax , falling action , and
resolution. This is because in some cases the line between science fiction and fantasy is virtually nonexistent.
The most important thing to factor in when deciding what genre to deploy in your writing unless a genre has
been assigned to you is the audience that you are writing for and the purpose of your writing. The story is also
identified as fictional because it is an imagined story that follows the plot structure. What does genre mean?
Narrative, story-telling writing catalogs events for current and future readers to explain the events from a
specific prospective. It is not, however, experimental in style as are more avant-garde works. The sand
massaged her bare feet like a thousand tiny hands sand and hand. These formal pieces of correspondence
deliver news or request information and they rely on a specific set of guidelines in order to assist the reader in
obtaining relevant information quickly. Fiction in which events evoke a feeling of dread in both the characters
and the reader. If you are ever asked to assist with maintaining commercial social media accounts, it is
important to understand how each platform works. While fiction can be based on true events, the stories they
tell are imaginative in nature. Ethnic fiction usually deals with a protagonist caught between two conflicting
ways of life: mainstream American culture and his ethnic heritage. Science Fiction [vs.


